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1 Making your way to Grid View

From the homepage, on the right hand side under the heading
‘Enter Data’ you’ll see the title ‘Grid View’.

Click it and you now see three options:

• 'Use My List'

• 'Let me enter a List Number'

• ‘Use Quick Look Up’.

The List Number is found at the bottom of the canvass card and
looks something like:

2 Settings

Here you will need to ensure the settings on the grid allow you to
input the data correctly. Don’t worry, most of it’s pre-set for
you!
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Next... ‘Sort Orders’

What are Sort Orders?

The sort order determines the order the names appear on the
canvass card and in ‘Grid View’. It should default to the order
chosen when your list was printed, so there is usually no need
to change it here.

Click ‘Next’, you will be taken to a
grid with the voter's names in the left
column and your
questions along the top
row...

3 Entering the data

You can either use your mouse to select responses from the
drop down menus, or use the tab key to move between boxes
and the up and down curser keys to select a response.

4 The importance of saving
Look in the top right and you'll see the buttons to 'Save All
Changes'    and 'Save/Next'

Don’t navigate away from the page until you have saved -
your work might be lost!

Choose your
‘Canvasser/Deliverer’. Start to
type their surname and
possible options will appear

Taking too long?

Use MiniVAN - quicker and
hassle-free canvassing with real-
time data entry

When would you need to do this?

Once you’ve got data back from canvass cards you’ll
need to input it into Connect. One of the ways to input
data manually is via ‘Grid View’. If you don’t have a bar
code scanner, Grid View is one of the quickest ways of
entering canvass data.

How do you do this?

This presumes you are at the stage where you have a
list of completed canvass cards in front of you and you
are ready to input . Go back to "Creating Canvass
Cards" if you need help with this.

The script should
auto-fill. Don’t
change it!Did you use MiniVAN or a

phonebank?
No need to enter the data

again; it’s already in Connect

Example:

Use this one


